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We discuss some of the phenomenological consequences of the assumption that the new meson seen in e + e- and 
hadron collisions is the lowest spin one state containing a charmed quark and the corresponding antiquark. 

There has been much recent interest in the possibil- 
ity of new hadronic degrees of freedom associated 
with extensions of the quark model - e.g. to SU(4) 
[1,2] or to SU(3) X SU(3)' [3] symmetries. The new 
quantum numbers are charm and color, respectively. 
There exists a body of phenomenology concerning 
the new hadronic states associated with these enlarged 
quark models [ 1 - 7 ] .  

In this paper we shall discuss the production of 
charmed mesons in e+e - collisions, attempting to 
avoid overlap with the extensive work of Galliard, Lee 
and Rosner, to which we refer the reader for material 
not covered here [6]. The SU(4) quark model is fixed 
by adding a fourth Q = 2/3, I = S = 0 "charmed" 
quark to the usual set q = u, d, s [ 1 - 7 ] .  One can add 
components i = 1,2,  3 to each quark so as to take or 
der 3 parastatistics into account (sometimes called 
color) [3, 9] .  Besides the usual qcl states, there are new 
pseudoscalars D + = cd, D ° = c~, F ÷ = cg, ~/c = cE as 
well as D - ,  D ° ,  F - ,  completing a IS + 1 of SU(4) [1, 
7] .  There is a similar set D*, F*, D*, F* of vector 

mesons as well as scalars D s, Fs, e c. In the usual quark 
model classification these are 1 SO , 3S1 and 3P 0 states; 
higher ones should exist as well. 

We shall discuss the new meson states; when we re- 
quire masses we shall assume that the new state seen 
in pp -+ e+e - + X and e+e - ~ hadrons,/a+/l - is the 

q~c .1 , mOc = 3.1 GeV. 
I. The ¢c (3.10 GeV): This state has a 7-~c coupling 

f¢~c = (3/2"v/2)fa where f 2 / a n  ~ 2. Then 
V(q~ c ~ e+e - )  ~ 26 keV; this can only be an estimate, 
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since SU(4) is badly broken in masses, and perhaps in 
couplings. If acE state did not  mix at all with q(t via 
strong interactions, then F(~b c --, hadrons)/I'(qb c ~ e+e - )  
should be of order R where R = o(e+e - --, hadrons) 
× (o(e+e - ~/~+/a-))  -1  . A larger ratio would suggest 

q?:l ~ c~ mixing (fig. 1). If the ¢c is produced singly 
in hadronic processes then it must mix with q?:l, but  
it may do so very weakly. Such mixing is very small 
for sg ~- (ufi, dd) and may be much smaller for 
c~ ~ q?q,2. A very small V(~ c --, hadrons) need not 
contradict the charm origin of the ~c" 

The ¢c is an SU(3) singlet, so if the c~ ~ q?q mixing 
conserves isospin the final states with an even number 
of pions are disallowed (Tr+n - , r r+n- r r+n- ,  etc.), but  
K+K - is allowed. Absence of 41r state would prove 

1~c = 0 and that c~ "~" q?:l conserved 1. We also have 

,1 H. Schopper (public communication) and MIT and SLAC 
preprints (submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.). If the ¢c is a c~ 
state the quadratic mass formula in refs. [6, 7] gives the 
masses cited in the text. The baryon masses all lie above 
4.5 GeV. We presume that the ¢c is a J --- 1 hadronic state. 
The alternatives available at present are c = color and c = 
charm. We discuss charm. The two possibilities are distin- 
guished by their multiplet structure and their decays 
(c ~ 0 states decay weakly and colored states electromag- 
netieally [8] ). The ¢c might in the color case be a degen- 
erate pair of states in an SU(3) × SU(3)' (1, 8) representa- 
tion. There is now rumored evidence for states above 
3.I GeV in e+e - annihilation.. 

,2 It would be the same if SU(4) were exact and the mixing 
an SU(4) singlet [6]. Suppression of r(Had) compared to 
the estimate of ref. [6] might indicate SU(4) breaking for 
couplings. The suppression of rha d and Peg indicated by 
the experiments of footnote ,1 might arise naturally in 
case (i) discussed in the text, which implies via duality 
that fepc/mepc and not f~c should approximately obey 
SU(4) symmetry. 
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Fig. 1. Production and c~ ,-+ q~ mixing decay of the ¢c. 

o(I( ° I~ °)  = o(K+K - )  = o(rt+p - )  if the mixing pre- 
serves SU(3). In many pion final states, (nOr°)) = 
(n(rr+)) and the charged pions carry off  2/3 o f  the 
CM energy. If  the hadronic decay proceeds as in fig. 1, 
then we expect the final state to look like that in 
e+e - --> hadrons at a nearby energy - apart f rom the 
fact that 1/3 of  the events should have a KI(pair ,  
versus 1/6 for e+e - -> hadrons nearby. Multiplicities 
and momentum distributions should look similar. 
Apart f rom the KI~ fraction, this would hold also for 
electromagnetic mixing. It might even hold for a 
color ~c if the decay were by mixing and not via `/ 
emission. For the charm case, the ratio I- ' (K+K-)/  
P(Had) should be, in order of  magnitude only 

IFK(S = m2e)l 2 ... 1 0 - 2 _  10-3.  
A vital question concerns J = 1 (daughter) recur- 

rences of  the ~c" The mass formula can read 

m2c(k ) = m2c + C~ 2 k (1) 

with (i) c/~2 ~ ( a , ) - I  ~ 1 GeV 2 and (ii) c~2  ~ m2e 
as extremes. The fact that normal and strange particle: 
seem to lie on parallel trajectories speaks for the for- 
mer. For the latter: if the higher (radially excited) ~b c 
average in some sense the charm contribution to R = 
10/3 - 2 = 4/3, then this is roughly 12~r2 m2e// '2c 

X c/K-2 is the spacing. For foe  ~ f p  this implies 
c)/t 2 ... m2c; a cE potential of  radius ~ mgc 1 would 
also lead to a spacing c'/K2 ~ m2c *a . In case ( i ) there  
would be a q~c(k) every ~ '200 MeV above 3.1 GeV. In 
the latter case, the states are at 4.4 GeV and 5.3 GeV, 
etc. It may be that the odd k states are missing [10]. 
We should remark that the radially excited states may 
have very small production cross sections in hadronic 
reactions. They (unlike the 0c) should decay strongly 
to charmed hadrons if m~c(k ) ~ 4.3 GeV; otherwise 
they are narrow. They might even remain narrow above 
the charm threshold, since high radial excitations may 

,a  This has also been noted by M. Krammer (private commun- 
ication). 

nearly decouple from the low D and F states. This 
feature might also hold for a colored ¢~c" 

We also expect J = 2 c~ states (analogous t e l '  = 
sff) which can be produced in 77 collisions or as one 
of  a pair (e.g. ee fc ( J  = 2)) in e+e - annihilation. 
These J = 2 states may have substantial branching 
ratios to 77 if mfc is below the charm threshold. The 
7`/collision cross sections are hard to estimate, and 
we prefer to go on to 

II. The r/c (3.01 GeV): We assume that this I = 0 
pseudoscalar is pure c~. The relation to the states o f  
Gaillard et al. [6] is 

r/' =r / '  cos0 +r} c sin0 
0 = 30 °. (2) 

r/c = - r / '  sin 0 + 7/e cos 0 

The assumption of  a pure ~7c = c~ means that the 
SU(3) singlet ,7' has P(r~' -+ 77) ~" 6 keV; the SU(4) 
singlet r/' chosen in ref. [6] would have a 77 width 
(5/3) 2 times larger. In the Han-Nambu model the fac- 
tor is 4 [11],  even for the usual SU(3) singlet r/'. We 
have assumed here that the ratios of  the matrix ele- 
ments to rr ° --> ̀ /`/are given by quark charge counting. 
I f  we do the same for 77 c = c~, P(r/c --> ̀ /7) ~ 300 keV 
and this leads to 7`/ production cross sections 
o(e+e - --> e+e-r/c)  ~ 0.5 nb at x /~  = 8 GeV. If  
c5 ~ qV:l is small, a major decay mode could be 
r/c -+ 77 and the state could be found in the 77 mass 
distribution for o(e+e-  -+ ` /+  ` /+  missing energy). 
The 7/c could also be produced via ¢c -'> r/c`/--> 3`/*4 ; 
we estimate F(t~ e -+ r/e`/) "" 30 eV. The state could 
also be produced in e+e - annihilation at higher ener- 
gies - especially through r/c-/decay of  the ¢c(k) 
states - where phase space is less critical. For the 77' 
o f  ref. [6], the branching ratios of  the ¢~c(k) to r~'`/ 
may be substantial. 

Amusingly, there may be a 0 + e c state at 3.1 GeV 
which could also be produced by  (and decay into) 77. 
This can be separated f rom the We by  measuring 
Oll - o l [12] in ~'`/collisions, since even (odd) nor- 
mality states contribute positively (negatively) to 
oll - o±. This e c state can also be produced via 
e+e - -+ q~c(k) -+ ec% 

Some of  these remarks may even hold for the case 
of  colored ~b c, r/e, e c. The disadvantage here is our 
ignorance of  the expected spectroscopy. 

,4  Suggested by H. Joos. 
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Fig....2. RABfOr (a) AB = FF "-$ + F*F + DD* + DD*, (b) AB = 
F'F* + D'D*, (c) AB = F1 ~ + DD, (d) A guess at the multi- 
body cross section. 

III. D(2.13 GeV), F(2.18 GeV), D*(2.26 GeV), 
F*(2.30 GeV): These states can be pair produced in 
e+e - annihilation: D+D - , D°D °,  F+F - ,  F+F - ..., 
F*+F - , etc. The thresholds are close together for all 
these states. Well above threshold a gap in rapidity 
will develop between the charmed pairs; this gap will 
be Idled by multibody states containing ordinary 
mesons and the two body channels will decrease rap- 
idly in importance. 

It seems worthwhile to attempt a crude estimate 
of  the cross sections for these two body states near 
threshold. Besides the importance of  multibody states 
far above threshold, higher ¢c(k) would lead to gigan- 
tic enhancements. These may be localized unless 
r(~c(k ) ~ DD ...) are large. For a threshold estimate 
we neglect the higher ¢c and assume dominance o f  the 
form factors by p, co, ~, ~c. If  we assume that SU(4) 
can be used for the couplingsfv,  g v o  fi, etc. -- i.e. that 
the major breaking of  SU(4) is in masses - then we 
find that the cross sections depend mainly on the con- 
tribution of  the q~c to the form factors and writing 
RAB = o(e+e - ~ AB)/o(e+e - ~ #+/a-) we have 

RF÷ F-  =RD+ D- =RDO~-6 = 

1(2~2 (1--  4m2 (s_m2--------c]. (3) 

For exact SU(4), RDO ~ = 0 [6].  We can now do the 
same for the pseudoscalar-vector and vector-vector 
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Fig. 3. p+ ha + ratio as a function of XF = 2p/x/-s assuming 40% 
of all events have charmed particles with nordeptonic branch- 
ing ratio 10%. The charmed particles are taken to be at rest, 
and we have assumed that s dah/dxF scales for x F ~ 0.2. We 
choose x/~-= 5.5 GeV. 

states. For the former we take the dimensionless cou- 
plings equal to gp~o#/mp times SU(4) factors and for 
the latter we use VDM for the charge form factors, 
arbitrarily setting F M =FQ = 0 [13].  The results are 
shown on fig. 2. 

If  our estimate is at least correct as to order of  
magnitude, the contribution of  charmed states to R 

2 away from s = m¢c(k ) may be small until well above 
threshold. In this connection we might remark that 
the whole energy scale involved in the production o f  
charmed states may be stretched by a factor 
..~ mevc/m p 2  , 2 over that familiar from low energy e+e - 
annihilation (case (ii) mentioned above). 

Of course, the best place to look for these charmed 
- m 2 mesons is at s - ¢c(k) provided rnc, e(k) > 2mehar m. 

From the mechanism of  fig. 1 we expect in general 
for such states that F(D ° + X) = 1-'( D+ + x) = I ' (F + + ×), 
and similarly for the other C :/: 0 mesons in ¢c(k) 
decay. 

If  we take the optimistic view that not too far 
above threshold the charmed states occur in about 
40% of  the events, then several comments become ap- 
propriate. First, about half the events would contain 
KI( pairs (this is well known [6] ) and, second, the in- 
elusive direct/a+/h + ratio offers a distinctive signature 
for charmed particles. If  we assume that the semilep- 
tonic and leptonic branching ratios amount to ~10% 
averaged over D and F mesons (D*, F* ~ "yD, 7F 
should dominate), then the rapid rise of  the/a-spec- 
trum with energy and the so far observed rapid drop 
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of  the charged hadron spectrum lead to a dramatic in- 
crease o f  the/a[h or e/h ratio with particle momentum. 
See fig. (3), obtained under the simplifying assump- 
tions that the charmed hadrons are at rest and that 
s dob/dxF scales f o r x  F >1 0.2. Lastly, there is a small 
(0.4%) probability for the f'mal state to contain a v e  
pair. All these features should be enhanced at a high 
mass ~c(k). 

This discussion leaves a number o f  problems un- 
touched, mostly unrelated to e+e - annihilation. How- 
ever, we should remark that the experimental behavior 
o f  R below the charm threshold at 4.3 GeV is unex- 
plained [14].  Neither is the observed monotonous be- 
havior o f  the K/n ratio up to 4.8 GeV, unless charm 
production really is small. The Se(k) can contribute 
to R away from s = mex(k ) 2  via e+e - ~ ¢c(k) + 7. 
Whether this is related to the missing energy problem 
and the rise in R is unclear, as the ~b c + 7 contribution 
depends sensitively on f~e(k). For f~c(k) "~fa the ef- 
fects are substantial. 

If  the ~b c is invoked as a source o f  large PT, la and e, 
the problem o f  its production in the case o f  a small 
q~t ,e, c~ mixing is acute. In taking the ttflr ratio at 
large PT, the mixing cancels between production cross 
section and/~+/~- branching ratio. It then seems as if  
each ~c(k) contribution to the/~/Tr ratio is comparable 
to, say, the ~-contribution. 

An interesting effect may occur in e + p -~ e' + ~c 
+ X and v(v-) + p - ,  v(v-') + ~c + X. For deep inelastic ep 
scattering, we estimate the ~b c fraction to be 

oT(tot ) ~ 0.01 m2 o m~ c ! (4) 

where o~?°t (Q 2) ~, o~?°t (Q 2 = 0)(1 + Q2[m2)-l, 
me 2 ~ 0.4 GeV 2 (4) is obtained from photoproduction 
estimates of  $c production [4] , s .  The ¢c fraction thus 
increases with Q2 for Q2 ~ m2c. The same rough esti- 
mate should hem for the $c fraction in neutral current 
events if the weak neutral current has a significant vec- 
tor contribution. The fraction of/~+/~- in neutral cur- 
rent events is just the above fraction times the/~÷/a- 
branching ratio. The above estimate is consistent with 

,s This estimate is based onf@c ~ fp; moreover qTt '-" e~" cou- 
pling suppressed with respect to uff ~ s~'could lead to a 
suppression of the pometon-~ c coupling beyond that in 
ref. [41 . 

the observed dimuon fraction for a branching ratio o f  
a few percent [15].  

Lastly, we emphasize that the observation o f  a $c 
does not by itself tell one whether c = charm or c = 
color; observation o f  the other states is essential. 
Some of  what we have said about the $c, r/c, ec may 
hold if c = color. Of course, it may be that something 
totally unexpected occurs, with the companions of  
the $c and its radial excitations unrelated either to 
color or charm. 

For similar duality considerations and further ref- 
erences thereto, see ref. [16].  

Stimulated by rumor, we note that for the charm 
model, decays like ~c(k) -~ ~c(k') + hadrons (k'  < k) 
should have widths of  the same order of  magnitude as 
Se(k) ~ hadrons via the mechanism of  fig. 1, since a 
similar disconnected duality diagram is involved. The 
(uncharmed) hadrons in such a chain decay form a 
SU(3) singlet. Note further that via Zweig ~bc(k ) 
#- $c(k') + 77' unless the *7' of  ref. [6] is chosen, in 
which case this is a strong decay. By contrast to 
the case o f  pure c~ states, the C :~ 0 higher excita- 
tions should all be broad. 
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